
A Company should be known by the Companies it keepsKimi – 28 May 2015Every quarter the earning numbers arrive for analysts to examine and serve interesting reports.  A manworth his EXCEL won’t rest until he beats the numbers to confess a true story. But what if the numbersare wrong? That story would be based on a wrong premise and have a wrong ending!Suppose Company A reported its earnings as followsTable 1

At an earnings multiple of just over 5 this stock looks attractive enough to merit serious attention.Suppose I now reveal Company A also owns and fully controls various other companies (typically calledsubsidiaries). These are running into huge losses and have large debts that are guaranteed (implicitly orexplicitly) by Company A. When the earnings of Company A are now combined with all these entitiessame figures now look as follows:Table 2

Our opinion on its attractiveness will now take a sharp U-turn.
What’s the right earning to consider for the shareholder of Company A?The economic performance of entities owned and controlled by Company A cannot be separated from theeconomic performance of Company A in itself. That’s because Company A controls them as well asbenefits from their performance. Almost all firms organize themselves to run the ‘parent’ company and itssubsidiaries as a single integrated entity even while reporting them separately.So when you look at Company A for purposes of investing you will have to look at the economicperformance of Company A along with its subsidiaries. In accounting parlance earnings computed thisway is called ‘Consolidated earnings’ and there are accounting rules that tell you how. This is as opposedto ‘Standalone earnings’ which consider the results of only Company A in isolation.
A small step in understanding but a big leap in avoiding lossesThe difference may be simple but the consequences can be painful. This was illustrated by Company Awhich is, by the way, a 108 year old venerable company - Tata Steel Limited.

All figures for FY 2015 in ₹ crores except EPSIncome 42,368.0Profits after taxes 6,439.0
Earnings per share 64.5Price per share (₹) 330.0

PE ratio 5.1

Company A

Income 140,300.0Profits after taxes -3,956.0
Earnings per share -42.2Price per share (₹) 330.0

PE ratio NA

Company A - combined or 'Consolidated'
All figures for FY 2015 in ₹ crores except EPS



The big deal is that many (including experts) consistently use standalone earnings to directly or indirectlyjudge the level of markets. Start with India’s largest stock exchange the National Stock Exchange. NSE onits website (http://www.nseindia.com/products/content/equities/indices/historical_pepb.htm ) showsthe PE ratio based on standalone earnings. Or a recent analysis here which worried that Nifty PE has
climbed to dangerous highs - http://capitalmind.in/2015/05/chart-nifty-eps-growth-at-2-77-even-as-pe-moves-to-dangerous-highs/ was based again on standalone earnings.Secondly many firms with subsidiary entities limited their quarterly disclosure to Standalone results only.The Consolidated results were shared only at the end of the year while announcing annual results.Shareholders would wait well until the first quarter of the next year to know how the business fared,while managers may merrily engage in transactions that would boost earnings of the parent at the cost ofits subsidiaries.Finally and of most consequence, auditors of the parent company consolidating accounts are notresponsible for the audit of the subsidiaries –many of which are often situated abroad - unless appointedseparately by the subsidiary. The auditors simply take the financial statements of the subsidiariesprepared by whomever as representing its true state of affairs.  In other words – and prepare to beshocked – the Consolidated results may not be fully audited as we commonly understand audit. This is anopen invitation to fraud. I know of a company, an erstwhile darling of the stock markets that raised $ 125million from lenders and showed it as parked in its subsidiary entity.  These statements were taken atface value by highly remunerated Indian auditors while signing off on consolidating accounts; and laterfound missing by the lenders when it defaulted on repayments.
Subsidiaries give a big chunk of profits now vs. earlierOver the years, as listed firms have grown in share, size and ambitions, earnings from subsidiaries form asubstantial part and swing the parent Standalone results either way. This is illustrated belowTable 3 – Contribution of subsidiaries to profits

Consequently the PE ratio measured by consolidated results will be widely different from standalone to alevel where depending on what you look at you may arrive at a different decision.
Summing upConsolidated results are what should matter to an investor but many sources report and analyzestandalone results. Investors’ net worth may be better off knowing which is what when they read thesereports.

Nifty profits in ₹ croresFY 2005 FY 2014Standalone 74,149.0 258,715.0Consolidated 79,623.0 306,688.0Subsidaries'contribution 7.40% 18.50%Note: Nifty constituents are equally weighted


